Games are attractive and engaging due to the complexity they pose to the player. Some games are complex enough which made them attractive to play. However, popular games would lose their attractiveness due to the large advantage of initiative. Highperformance AI like AlphaZero suggests from their actual games played that advantage of the first player would become larger as the performance level increases. This implies that games with a large advantage of the initiative would lose their attractiveness due to the unfairness. This paper explores an innovative way to make a game stay attractive. A link between the advantage of initiative and performance level is investigated while using Scrabble AI. Using two measures: the advantage of initiative and game refinement, possible treatments are considered. The experimental results with Scrabble AI suggest that reduction of search space from 15x15 to 13x13 board size is a possible enhancement.
Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) and games have a long history together. Many research in this direction were concerned with establishing computer program that capable of playing games, typically known as 'strong' AI player, with or without a learning component. Even since before AI was identified as a field, early pioneers of computer science had developed game-playing programs because they wanted to investigate whether computers could solve complex tasks that seemed to require "intelligence" [12, 17] .
In classic board games, the game typically has two players where the full state of the game is visible to both players and the mechanics was a discrete turn-based game play. However, the interest of the research community had increasingly shifted towards the application of AI from board games to other types of game in the last decade and a half, particularly in video games. A large part of the research focuses mainly on developing AI agents for playing games; either as effectively as possible, or human-like (or a particular human), with respect to some other property [20] .
However, recent advent of super-human performance of AI (level of performance that exceeds that of the strongest human players) had been demonstrated by the AlphaZero program [14] . Table 1 showed the results of the games played by Alpha Zero. While game engagement had been due to the effort and skills required from the player to complete them (or, in the case of puzzles, solve them), this super-human performance raised concerned whether it would provide engagement or even be fair to its opponent. As compared to the results of human players collected from various Chess and Shogi tournament databases (Table 2) , the winning rate as first player or second player had been roughly balanced (≈ 50%) which gave the sense of engagement in the game. As such, if the performance of the AI program continues in this direction, the Chess game and Chess-like game may not be interesting or engaging anymore to the player, or even lose its attractive to the observer; thus, in the context of this paper, is called a "dying game." Table 1 . The results of Alpha Zero in Chess and Shogi [14] vs AI Draw ? excluding the draw games. † the game covered for the years of 1475 to 2019 (545 years). * the game covered only on public matches. The importance of fairness, called advantage of initiative (AoI), had been previously discussed and proved through a conclusive and elegant theorem on first-player wins over the second-player win [15] . The concept was further observed in the context of solved games where the concept of initiative seems to be a predominant notion under the requirement that the first player has sufficient space to fulfill the goals [19] . Also, another recent works also takes into account AoI in the context of the player strength, which revisited the concept and redefine AoI as the initiative action of both players in the first stage "to take the advantage" (i.e., to be the first winner in the earlier stages of the game) [4] .
Previous works that addresses the AoI aspect had been investigated to determine the impact of the initiative on the game-theoretic value through a large number of k-in-a-row games and 200 Domineering games as a function of the board size [18] . Another study had adopted self-play experiments using AI in Scrabble games where player that established early opening advantage took higher winning expectancy [4] . Moreover, an interesting example with randomized initial position was observed using Quackle AI in Scrabble. Indeed, since AI in Scrabble showed the level of performance that exceeds the strongest human players, keeping fairness is becoming a difficult feat since the gap between AI and human performance is growing. Therefore, this study is driven towards a new challenge of maintaining the fairness, which in the current context, in the game of Scrabble.
Defining Near-Dying Games

From the perspective of AoI
To illustrates the AoI, different performance levels of the player have to be considered (see Figure 1 ). Based on the previous tournament data, it is reasonable to assume that human experts would be located somewhere between {hl,hu} in the performance level, where hl and hu corresponds to lower bound and upper bound of human experts, respectively. Meanwhile, AI such as AlphaZero (denoted as α0) having performance level around 90% or more, and the perfect performance level corresponds to ∞. Suppose that the performance level of the player increases (as seen by the current trend of AI development), it can be conjectured that the AoI would also becomes greater. As such, any game under consideration would lose its attractiveness due to unfairness being far beyond the acceptable AoI margin. In essence, that game would approach "near-death" stage since it would not be attractive to play competitively or even for fun.
performance level
From the perspective of the game attractiveness
The general model of game refinement (GR) was proposed based on the concept of game information progress, where the gap between board games and sports games was bridged [16, 5] . Assuming the average length of games D and the average branching factor or the number of possible moves B played by human experts [7, 5, 6] and Alpha Zero [14] , the GR value can be calculated which is given in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 2 .
AoItrendline The tendency of GR value typically converges towards comfortable zone (GR ∈ [0.07,0.08]), which associated with the measures of game entertainment and sophistication, involving balance. Between level of skills and chance of the game [1, 3] . Based on this fact, entertaining experience had been demonstrated by the human experts based on the GR value that were in the comfortable zone. However, AlphaZero AI demonstrates serious experience due to low GR value. These contrasting situation implies that game play with super-human performance would not be enjoyable and less entertaining, thus loses its attractiveness (hence, "dying" in a sense that the game become predictable and causes frustrations instead of fun).
Related Works
Traditional board games usually have well-defined fixed rules, known in advance to the players. Many years ago, game designers and game developers primarily concentrated on having more realistic games and worked on implementing games with high-quality graphics (i.e., having high-resolution textures, a good measure of frames-per-second, etc.). Until recently, this policy guaranteed reasonable profits for the development company, in the last decade, it has not been enough to ensure the success of a game, as players now demand other features for their games. In this heterogeneous context, one paradigm that is present in all (or in most) games is adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) [11] . The most traditional application of AI in games is to regulate the behavior of the non-player-characters (NPCs) in the game with the aim of enriching intelligence on the opponent and as a consequence increasing the satisfaction of the player who demands an opponent that reveals intelligent response.
In the transition from traditional games to games with AI players, it is hard to keep fairness when AI becomes stronger than human experts. Fairness is not simply so serious in human intelligence. But there is a challenging task in some games from the perspective of machine intelligence. Different definitions of fairness need to be considered. This forces us to investigate the original rules and elements of the game respective to the nature of the intelligence and level of play [2] .
To quote Lucas et al. [10] , this basically involves "restricting the information available to the AI player to the information a human player may be able to gather in the game, and restricting the actions of the AI player to human player actions." Additionally, the virtual player should pose a challenge to the human players independently of their skills and of the strategies they adopt to play [11] .
The initial position plays an important role as observed from the artistic perspective. Therefore, it is a serious issue to determine the reasonable initial position among many potential candidates when creating a potentially sophisticated game. According to the definition of fairness, a two player game is fair if and only if the winning ratio for White and Black is statistically equal or nearly so [5] .
For sufficiently strong players or even the omniscient players, the game-theoretic value of a game must be a draw to maintain fairness. Of course, it requires that a draw must exist in the game. But in Scrabble, a draw is rarely found as an outcome. Although according to the gametheoretic value prediction, [8] showed perfect play by both sides would lead to a draw, it is not right for all sophisticated games.
The previous work on Quackle and Maven showed that when the player is stronger than human experts and nearly perfect, a player has higher winning probability if he/she gets the early advantage [4] . The results of self-play experiments on Quackle is shown in Figure 3 . 
i-th turn
Related Works
Scrabble is a popular worldwide word game with numerous national and international Scrabble associations and a biennial world championship. Like chess and bridge, competitive play of the Scrabble game is very popular which continues to attract more players each year. The Scrabble game has also reached a new community of players in the digital age with digital versions of the game from Hasbro licensee, Electronic Arts [21] .
On the other hand, computer AI players have already outperformed human opponents in competitive Scrabble. However, defeating a computer AI opponent requires complex and efficient heuristics. Currently, Maven and Quackle are the leading Scrabble AIs, where both have defeated the best human champions in tournaments [13] .
Between the time when simulation became available as an analytical tool in 1990 and simulations were first used in competitive play in 1996, human players have improved their positional skills by studying simulation results [13] . However, Table 4 shows that Maven has maintained at least a slight superiority over human experts since its debut in 1986 according to Maven's tournament statistics where the total matches and tournament record is 3500 wins and 1500 losses against an average rating of 1975. This may be the earliest time at which a computer program achieved world-class status over human masters in a non-trivial game of skill [13] . The second AI, Quackle, is the strongest alternative Scrabble AI to Maven. Our previous work also showed that there is advantage of initiative issue in Scrabble AI [4] . However, the prospect of advancement in the Scrabble AI raises important questions: PlayerA PlayerB
• How will the game play among very strong players be?
• Is there any link between AoI and performance level of players or other game elements?
• What is the possible solution to maintain the fairness until the end of game?
Early work shows that the game is unfair when the players have equal strength and become stronger than the grandmaster level. The higher the player's level is, the greater the winning percentage he/she takes [4] . In this study, the initiative was redefined as an action of both players in the first stage "to take the advantage" (i.e., to be the first winner in the earlier stages of the game). Based on this definition, an experiment conducted in Scrabble game can be conducted by varying the performance level of the AI player and determining the appropriate solution to maintain fairness until the end of the game.
Experimental with Scrabble
Experimental Design
Scrabble AI program was built to simulate multiple Scrabble matches. 100 distinct games are simulated with 100 iterations each. To calculate the win ratio with respect to the AoI, the individual and total scores, the number of wins, and the number of losses, were collected. The performance of the AI player can be explored from several points of view.
In this paper, different strength levels of AI players was adopted based on various dictionary size (DS) and different performance level of the AI player (LV ). The participants of the Scrabble matches were AI players who played Scrabble game with systematically varied levels of strength. It was found that the probability measure has a linear relation with LV when the player is much stronger than grandmaster LV (estimated at LV = 0.7) and the board size is standard 15×15 [4] . Table 5 and Figure 4 presents the win ratio of keeping the advantage of initiative for different dictionary size (0.5, 0.7 and 1.0) and its depiction in graph form. This reveals that the original setting of Scrabble has the advantage of initiative for the very strong players (LV ≥ 0.5). Performance level Fig. 4 . Win ratio for keeping the advantage of initiative over different performance levels for three different sizes of dictionary. Increase in the dictionary size (DS) corresponds to the strength of the player. As such, higher DS is more likely to increase the winning ratio when reaching value greater than 0.5 (stronger than grandmaster level). Resetting of dictionary size (DS) on standard board size in Scrabble cannot maintain the fairness of the game outcome (in this context, win ratio) until the end of the game.
One possible enhancement is to reduce the board size ( Figure 5 ). This results in keeping that the outcome of the game to be unclear, as shown in Figure 6 . A question now arises: how large is the board size needed for the Scrabble for the player to earn winning advantage (AoI) in the early stage? With the focus on different levels of players (0 to 1), 15×15 Scrabble board turned out to be a winning criterion for the player who gets the advantage in the first stage under the condition if both players are much stronger than grandmaster level. However, fairness can be maintained by resetting the board size of Scrabble to 13×13 which keeps the probability of AoI of both players in each stage of the game. 
Concluding Remarks
While Artificial Intelligence is getting more powerful and about to beat human experts not only in some games but also in other areas, this fact causes fairness to be an important aspect of competitiveness. Thus, the advantage of initiative (AoI) has been revisited using Scrabble as a test bed for different levels of AI players. This study focuses only on two aspects: the size of the search space (board size) and the quality of AI players (strength of players based on AI levels and dictionary size) of Scrabble from the viewpoint of the advantage of initiative.
First, the link between the search space and the quality of players was investigated. 13×13 board size is suitable enough to keep the balance of the information about the game outcome is not clear at the very end of the game. But for 15×15 board size, the player can maintain his advantage until the end of the game if he can establish an advantage in the first stage of the game.
Although further study is needed to determine the level of players from winning percentage of the game, one possible way is to establish new measurement by using the merit of Elo-rating system. Based on that measurement, we can reconsider the rules and elements of the original game in order that the players can play effectively for their specific purposes.Moreover, the advantage of initiative needs to be clarified by other domains as well. 
